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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the statistical analysis of the Bridge to Bulldogs program. The
Bridge to Bulldogs program provides prospective students, who do not meet all of the
admission requirements, an alternate route of admission to Louisiana Tech University.
The program is offered over two consecutive quarters, either summer/fall or fall/winter.
During the program, students focus on building their math skills through tutoring and
special advising. We compare the Bridge students to other first-time freshman in
relation to scores in Freshman level math classes. We also compare composite and
Math ACT scores. Finally, we perform a financial analysis, including retention rates,
to determine if the Bridge to Bulldogs program is financially beneficial to the university.
Keywords: Bridge to Bulldogs, ACT, corequisite delivery, scholarships, subsequent math
1 Introduction
Louisiana Tech University’s program Bridge to Bulldogs began in Fall 2015. The program is
offered over two consecutive quarters, either summer/fall or fall/winter. Students who are
admitted into this program are students who applied to Louisiana Tech University as first-
time freshman for the summer or fall quarter immediately after high school graduation, but
did not meet all of Louisiana Tech’s admission requirements. The students are invited to
join the Bridge to Bulldogs program. Students are invited based on their overall high school
GPA of 3.0 or greater, English ACT subscore of 18 or higher, and Math ACT subscore of
17-18, and a minimum composite ACT score of 18. Students with a 17 Math ACT subscore
1I would also like to acknowledge Ms. Melanie Peel, Dr. Katie Evans, and Dr. James Palmer for assisting
in gathering data.
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must start the Bridge to Bulldogs program in the summer while students with an 18 Math
ACT subscore have the option to start in the fall [8]. Many studies have shown that ACT
scores can be used to predict students’ success in college [3]. One article states that ACT
composite scores and high school GPA is highly correlated with academic performance dur-
ing a student’s first year in college [10]. During our research, we will see if ACT scores can
be used as a good predictor of the Bridge to Bulldogs students’ success during their first two
quarters at Louisiana Tech University.
Bridge to Bulldogs students are required to attend math tutoring and study hall sessions
during the week. It is required for each student to get a minimum of three hours of tutoring
and three hours of study hall per week. These hours can be adjusted based on each student’s
performance in his or her classes. Math tutoring is offered by the math tutors during the
summer and by the BARC Tutoring Center during the fall and winter quarters. Study hall
sessions are held by the Bridge to Bulldogs mentors.
Because Louisiana Tech University provides scholarships for the summer Bridge to Bull-
dogs class and pays for student tutors, mentors, and professors, the financial aspect of the
program also needs to be evaluated. We analyze how much the university is investing in the
program and how much revenue the program may be bringing in to the university.
The Fall 2015 Bridge to Bulldogs program is not included in this analysis due to the differ-
ence in the program stucture. In Fall 2015, the students in the pilot of the program were
able to drop classes. The students also took a different course as their first Bridge program
math class. Now, students are not allowed to drop classes, have to maintain a minimum
cumulative GPA of 2.0, and take Math 103B/C as their first math course [8]. For these
reasons, we are not considering the Fall 2015 students as Bridge students.
In this paper, we first discuss related studies which compares the Louisiana Tech University
program to other programs. Next, we address the methods that were used to sort and an-
alyze both the student and financial data. Then, we examine in detail hypothesis tests for
the student data; we explain how and why the decicion was made to further split the data
and retest our linear regression model. In the financial data and models section, we show
the estimated expenses, revenue, and profit in three different ways. Finally, we report the
results and conclusion while also giving suggestions for future research.
2 Related Studies
The Bridge to Bulldogs program is a corequisite delivery program. “The corequisite model,
however, offers students direct entry into college-level courses with academic supports. It
does away with non-credit prerequisites that extend the time and cost of higher education
for students in need of developmental education” [5]. There are other colleges that have also
piloted programs similar to the Bridge to Bulldogs program.
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One corequisite program similar to Louisiana Tech University’s program is a program that
was piloted at Southeastern Louisiana University. In Fall 2015 at Southeastern Louisiana
University, a program was created that allowed students to enroll in Transitional Mathe-
matics and either Finite Mathematics or College Algebra. The Finite Mathematics course
was offered to students majoring in Criminal Justice, Sociology, Family and Consumer Sci-
ence, and General Studies. The College Algebra/Transitional Math courses were offered
to students in all majors except for the ones previously listed. This is one way in which
Southeastern’s program starts to differ because Louisiana Tech’s program does not depend
on the students’ majors. Southeastern’s program also requires students to spend three hours
each week in the Mathematics Computer Lab to complete homework [2]. This is similar to
Louisiana Tech requiring students to attend at least three hours in the tutoring center. At
the end of the pilot semester in Fall 2015, Southeastern Louisiana University concluded that
Finite Math was a better choice for the corequisite delivery over College Algebra.
Another similar program is offered at the University of Louisiana at Monroe. According
to the University of Louisiana Monroe’s archived catalog, students who are first time fresh-
men with a Math ACT score of 18 must take the Math 1000/Math 1009 during their first
semester. University of Louisiana Monroe’s program also requires first time freshman whose
English ACT score is 16-17 to take Engl 1000/Engl 1001 during their first semester. The
corequisite pairs must be completed within one academic year with no more than two at-
tempts. If the student does not complete the corequiste pair within the allotted time, the
student must complete the requirement at another university [6]. This program is similar
to the Louisiana Tech University’s program in regards to the mathematics corequisite. The
Math ACT score requirement is similar except Louisiana Tech University also accepts a
Math ACT score of 17-18. University of Louisiana Monroe’s program differs in regards to
the English Program. The Bridge to Bulldogs program at Louisiana Tech does not include
English.
3 Methods
The methods for determining what data to include for both the student data and the financial
data are discussed in the following sections.
3.1 Student Data
The student data was first edited by removing any students who are missing data such as
ACT scores. These students were removed because the missing scores could skew the data
which would cause inaccuracies during the analysis of the data.The total combined data from
all quarters, omitting all withdrawls, gave a total of 2,198 data points.
ACT scores were averaged using Excel. We averaged composite ACT scores as well as
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Math ACT scores. There was one Bridge student who was missing ACT scores, but he or
she had taken the SAT instead. The SAT scores were converted to ACT scores using an
SAT converter [1] [7].
The average cumulative GPA was calculated for each math class as well as individual sections.
We also calculated the average grade for each math class and each section by converting the
letter grades to a 4 point scale (with A being a 4 and F being a 0). After the average number
grade was calculated, the numbers were converted back to letter grades.
We used the multiple linear regression model which is represented by the equation:
y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βkxk where β0 is the y-intercept and the βk represents expected
change in responsive variable, y, per unit change in xk when all the other regressors are held
constant. Often, multiple linear regression models are used as an approximation function
of a complex function. However, instead of using the lienar regression to make predictions,
we used a regression approach for experimental design [11]. We used the linear model to
determine which variables had the most significant impact on our response variable, which
was the grade received in the course. We let each result lead us to the next logical question.
Then, we used R to perform hypothesis tests with a confidence interval of 95%. Thus,
variables are only considered significant if the p-value is less than or equal to 0.05. There
were six factors analyzed to determine which were significant to the grade that was received
in the course. The six factors were:
x1: The student was a Bridge to Bulldogs student
x2: Class level, e.g. freshman, sophomore, junior,senior
x3: Composite ACT score
x4: Math ACT score
x5: The course the student was in, e.g. Math 100, Math 102, Math 130
x6:The quarter the student was taking the particular math course
First, we checked for normality in grade distribution. The data was normal with a skew
to the left which can be seen in the histogram below.
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In the histogram, the x-axis is labeld as y. This axis is listed on a scale from 0 to 4 which
represents the grades earned in math courses from the total data. The y-axis is labeled as
Frequency which represents the frequency of the given grade.
Then, we created a linear model y = x1+x2+x3+x4+x5+x6 where xn are the factors listed
above. The linear model was used to determine which variables were significant.
After creating the linear model, we performed hypothesis tests which were a t-test and
an f-test. If there were discrepancies among the tests, we used computational techniques for
variable selection; the three models applied were forward selection, backward elimination,
and stepwise regression.
Next, we performed several tests to detect if there was any multicollinearity occuring be-
tween the independent variables.
Finally, we decided if we needed to split the data further and perform the same process
as outlined above.
3.2 Financial Data
During the summer sessions, Louisiana Tech University offers Bridge to Bulldogs students a
scholarship that includes housing, meal plan, and tuition for the summer. The scholarship
amounts to around $3,742.50 per student. Students each pays $300 for the summer session.
An average of five Bridge to Bulldogs mentors are hired in the spring quarter before the
summer program begins so they can begin to plan what the summer session will entail. The
mentors work an average of 10 hours a week, for 10 weeks, at $7.25 an hour, totaling $3,625.
The five mentors are paid a total of $3,625 during the summer session. Louisiana Tech
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University also offers the mentors housing, which totals $4,500, and a declining balance to
be used for meals, totalling $750. During each summer session, the total mentor expenses
are $8,875. An average of three of the five summer mentors also work during the Fall and
Winter quarters during which they are paid minimum wage, $7.25, for 20 hours a week for
10 weeks which totals $4,350.
Along with the mentors, two mathematics tutors are hired during the summer to assist
the Bridge to Bulldogs students. The tutors are paid $10 for 10 hours a week for 5 weeks,
totaling $1,000. Bridge to Bulldogs students are required to obtain tutoring hours during
the fall/winter quarters, depending on when the students began the program. However, the
students utilize the BARC Tutoring Center. Louisiana Tech University does not pay spe-
cific Bridge to Bulldogs tutors, so the tutoring pay for the Fall and Winter quarters are not
calculated in this analysis.
Louisiana Tech University also pays faculty to teach the classes in the summer session.
The faculty pay varies depending on the year. The faculty pay for the summer quarter is
being considered in this financial analysis because the Bridge students are in classes that only
include Bridge students. Therefore, more faculty members have to work during the summer
to teach courses, or offer more sections of courses, just for the Bridge students. The faculty
pay for the fall and winter quarters are not considered in this analysis because the Bridge to
Bulldogs students are mainstreamed during these quarters. Mainstreamed in this case means
that the Bridge to Bulldogs students are in the same class sections as the general students [4].
This information was used to estimate the overall expenses of the Bridge to Bulldogs pro-
gram. We then used the enrollment and cost of attendence to estimate revenue. After
estimating revenue, we calculated the estimated profit.
4 Student Data and Models
The following sections first discuss the linear regression and hypothesis tests that were run
in R. We discuss the detail of how and why the data was split. Then, we present the student
data charts that are split strictly based on Bridge to Bulldogs students versus the general
population per quarter. During this section, we discuss the connections between the linear
regression and hypothesis testing and the student performance per quarter.
4.1 Linear Regression and Hypothesis Tests
In this section, we will discuss the hypothesis tests and results that led us to further split
and test the data.
As discussed earlier, the student data was found to be normal with a skew to the left. Thus,
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we created the linear model containing all six variables to determine which were significant;
the variables were considered significant if the p-value was less than or equal to 0.05. The
t-test reflected that all variables except class level and the quarter the student was taking
the math course were significant. The f-test indicated that all variables except the student
being a Bridge to Bulldogs student and the quarter the student was taking the math course
were significant. Since there was a discrepency between the hypothesis test, we used compu-
tational techniques for variable selection to determine which variables were most likely to be
significant. The forward selection, backward elimination, and stepwise regression indicated
that all variables were significant except the quarter the student was taking the math course.
We performed multiple tests to determine if there was any multicollinearity and found that
there was a relationship between class level; this result would be expected because lower
classmen take lower level classes and upper classmen take higher level classes. There was
also a relationship between Composite ACT scores and Math ACT scores; this result would
also be expected because higher, or lower, Math ACT scores can effect higher, or lower,
Composite ACT scores. These relationships, since they are expected, were not significant
enough to cause concern.
Since we found that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student was a significant variable, we decided
to split the data into Bridge to Bulldogs and general students to see how the linear model is
affected when comparing these two differenct classifications. Using the same methods pre-
viously outlined, we found that all variables were significant for general students except for
which quarter they took the math course. When the hypothesis tests were performed for the
Bridge to Bulldogs students, we found that the only significant variables were which course
the student was in and what quarter the student was taking the particular math course. The
course that the student was in being a significant variable is expected, because regardless of
the variation in types of students, as courses increase in difficulty overall class averages are
generally expected to lower. Finding that the quarter was a significant variable was a cause
for concern, so we decided to investigate further in the direction of quarter differences.
Knowing the differences in atmosphere and student study habits that occur in the sum-
mer/fall and fall/winter, we decided to split the data and compare the two different Bridge
to Bulldogs groups to determine if this was the factor that was causing the quarter variable
to be significant. We found that when you consider the difference between the program that
starts in the summer versus fall, there were no significant variables. This meant that none of
the previously listed factors were impacting the students’ overall grades in the math courses.
This indicates that there is a clear difference in performance between Bridge to Bulldogs
students who begin in the summer versus those who begin in the fall.
Using the overall Bridge to Bulldogs student data, the following average grades were calcu-
lated. This calculation disregarded that the students could be in different math courses.
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Bridge to Bulldogs Average Grade
B2B Students Number Grade Letter Grade
Summer 2.54 C
Fall 1.92 D
These grades shows that the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students are passing their math
classes with an average grade of a C while fall Bridge to Bulldogs students were not. This
led us to investigate how summer Bridge to Bulldogs students compare to general students.
We removed all fall Bridge to Bulldogs students from the data and looked strictly at the
performance of general students versus summer Bridge to Bulldogs students. Using the
methods previously outlined, we found that all variables except the quarter that the math
course was taken were significant. This led us to see that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student
is significant regardless of other possible contributing factors.
Considering that Math 102/Math 103 is the first course taken by Bridge to Bulldogs stu-
dents, we suspected that the Bridge to Bulldogs program should be addressing any student
learning deficiencies during this class. If the Bridge to Bulldogs program is effective, then
there should be no significance between the Bridge to Bulldogs students and general stu-
dents when looking at all future math classes. We only considered the summer Bridge to
Bulldogs students since we previously found that the fall Bridge to Bulldogs students were
underperforming when compared to the summer students. We then removed all data points
relating to Math 102/Math 103 and performed the same hypothesis tests. We found that
being a Bridge to Bulldogs student was no longer a significant variable.
4.2 Student Data Charts
The following sections show the average ACT scores, average cumulative GPA, and average
letter grade based on quarter. These are split based strictly on Bridge to Bulldogs versus
general population.
4.2.1 Summer 2016
In Summer 2016, there were four sections of Math 102 offerred. Three of the four sections
were Bridge to Bulldogs sections while one section was for general students.
Math 102: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 20 18
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There were a total of 57 Bridge students enrolled and a total of 7 general students enrolled
for the average ACT scores listed in the above chart.
Math 102: Average Cumulative GPA
Section Bridge General
All 2.17 2.76
030 2.81
031 2.26
032 2.08
060 2.17
There were a total of 57 Bridge students enrolled in Math 102. There were 18 in section 031,
18 in section 032, and 21 in section 060. There were a total of 7 general students enrolled in
Math 102 with all 7 in section 030.
Math 102: Average Letter Grade
Section Bridge General
All C C
030 C
031 C
032 C
060 C
The average letter grade for the Bridge to Bulldogs students was found to be the same for
the general students during the Summer 2016 quarter.
As found in the hypothesis tests ran in R, being a Bridge to Bulldogs student was not
a significant variable that affected performance in the summer class. The average grades for
the Bridge to Bulldogs students was the same as the general students.
4.2.2 Fall 2016
In Fall 2016, Bridge to Bulldogs students were in the following classes: Math 100B/C, Stat
200, Math 130, and Math 125. There were five sections of Math 100C, one section of Stat
200, two sections of Math 130, and two sections of Math 125.
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Math 100B/C: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 20 19
There were a total of 26 Bridge students enrolled and a total of 162 general students enrolled
for the average ACT scores for Math 100B/C listed in the above chart.
Stat 200: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 18
General 25 24
There were a total of 4 Bridge students enrolled and a total of 36 general students enrolled
for the average ACT scores for Stat 200 listed in the above chart.
Math 130: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 22 20
There were a total of 11 Bridge students enrolled and a total of 36 general students enrolled
for the average ACT scores for Math 130 listed in the above chart.
Math 125: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 19 17
General 23 23
There were a total of 12 Bridge students enrolled and a total of 56 general students enrolled
for the average ACT scores for Math 125 listed in the above chart.
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Average Cumulative GPA
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All 2.40 2.26
Math 100B/C 001 2.44 2.20
Math 100B/C 002 1.94 2.31
Math 100B/C 003 2.54
Math 100B/C 004 2.42 2.05
Math 100B/C 051 2.41 2.14
Stat 200 1.96 3.36
Math 130 All 2.40 2.75
Math 130 001 2.33 2.52
Math 130 002 2.52 2.83
Math 125 All 2.13 2.96
Math 125 001 2.07 3.00
Math 125 051 2.25 2.83
There were a total of 26 Bridge students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 4 in section
001, 1 in section 002, 0 in section 003, 5 in section 004, and 16 in section 051. There were a
total of 162 general students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 31 in section 001, 39 in
section 002, 38 in section 003, 32 in section 004, and 22 in section 051.
There were a total of 4 Bridge students enrolled in Stat 200 and a total of 36 general
students enrolled in Stat 200. All the students were in the same section.
There were a total of 11 Bridge students enrolled in Math 130. There were 9 in section
001 and 2 in section 002. There were a total of 36 general students enrolled in Math 130.
There were 24 in section 001 and 12 in section 002.
There were a total of 12 Bridge students enrolled in Math 125. There were 8 in section
001 and 4 in section 051. There were a total of 56 general students enrolled in Math 125.
There were 29 in section 001 and 27 in section 051.
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Average Letter Grade
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All D D
Math 100B/C 001 D D
Math 100B/C 002 C C
Math 100B/C 003 C
Math 100B/C 004 C D
Math 100B/C 051 D D
Stat 200 D B
Math 130 All C C
Math 130 001 C C
Math 130 002 C B
Math 125 All F C
Math 125 001 F C
Math 125 002 D C
The average letter grade for Math 100B/C was the same for the Bridge students as for the
general students overall. However, Bridge students did better than general students in sec-
tion 004.
The average letter grade for Stat 200 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents. Bridge students received a letter grade of a D while general students received a letter
grade of a B.
The average letter grade for Math 130 was the same for the Bridge students as well the
general students overall. However, general students did better in section 002.
The average letter grade for Math 125 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents. Overall, the average letter grade was an F for Bridge students while it was a C for
general students. In section 001, the Bridge students received an F while the general students
received a C. In section 002, the Bridge students received a D while the general students
received a C.
Overall, most Bridge students performed at the same level as the general students dur-
ing this quarter. However, the Bridge to Bulldogs students performed at a lower level than
the general students in Stat 200 and Math 125. According to the hypothesis tests, the math
course the student is taking and the quarter that the student is taking the math course
should be significant factors. This data still aligns with the hypothesis tests since the course
that the student was in affected how well the Bridge students performed, i.e. in Stat 200
Bridge students made an average of a D as opposed to the general students making an aver-
age of a B in the class. This data seems show that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student is a
significant variable, but one has to consider that this data is also from the overall Bridge to
Bulldogs students versus the general students as opposed to summer Bridge students versus
the general students.
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4.2.3 Summer 2017
In Summer 2017, Bridge to Bulldogs students took Math 103. There were no general students
that took Math 103 during this quarter.
Math 103: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
There were a total of 47 Bridge students enrolled and no general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 103 listed in the above chart.
Average GPA
Class Bridge General
Math 103 All 2.71
Math 103 060 2.74
Math 103 061 2.67
There were a total of 47 Bridge students enrolled in Math 103. There were 26 in section 060
and 21 in section 061.
Average Letter Grade
Class Bridge General
Math 103 All C
Math 103 060 C
Math 103 061 C
The average letter grade for Math 103 was the same for the Bridge students regardless of
section.
This quarter cannot be compared to the hypothesis tests since there are no general stu-
dents to compare the Bridge students to. However, we can state that these students passed
their Math 103 class.
4.2.4 Fall 2017
In Fall 2017, Bridge to Bulldogs students took the following math classes: Math 100B/C,
Math 103, Stat 200, Math 130, and Math 125.
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Math 100B/C: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 21 19
There were a total of 24 Bridge students and 231 general students considered to calculate
the average ACT scores for Math 100B/C listed in the above chart.
Math 103: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 21 19
There were a total of 10 Bridge students and 42 general students considered to calculate the
average ACT scores for Math 103 listed in the above chart.
Stat 200: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 21 17
General 24 23
There were a total of 1 Bridge student and 37 general students considered to calculate the
average ACT scores for Stat 200 listed in the above chart.
Math 130: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 22 21
There were a total of 11 Bridge student and 52 general students considered to calculate the
average ACT scores for Math 130 listed in the above chart.
Math 125: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 22 22
There were a total of 10 Bridge student and 58 general students considered to calculate the
average ACT scores for Math 125 listed in the above chart.
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Average Cumulative GPA
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All 2.57 2.50
Math 100B/C 001 2.49 2.46
Math 100B/C 002 2.62
Math 100B/C 003 2.46
Math 100B/C 004 2.55
Math 100B/C 005 2.71 2.58
Math 100B/C 051 2.13 2.34
Math 103 All 2.31 2.67
Math 103 001 2.26 3.08
Math 103 004 2.80
Math 103 005 2.50
Stat 200 3.54 3.23
Math 130 All 2.79 2.83
Math 130 001 2.88 2.83
Math 130 002 3.16 2.84
Math 125 All 2.81 2.96
Math 125 001 3.08 3.05
Math 125 051 2.54 2.86
There were a total of 24 Bridge students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 13 in section
001, 0 in section 002, 0 in section 003, 0 in section 004, 10 in section 005, and 1 in section
051 . There were a total of 231 general students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 30 in
section 001, 42 in section 002, 44 in section 003, 42 in section 004, 31 in section 005 and 42
in section 051.
There were a total of 10 Bridge students enrolled in Math 103, and all 10 were in sec-
tion 001. There were a total of 42 general students enrolled in Math 103. There were 1 in
section 001, 21 in section 004, and 20 in section 005.
There was a total of 1 Bridge student enrolled in Stat 200 and a total of 37 general students
enrolled in Stat 200. They were all in the same section.
There were a total of 11 Bridge students enrolled in Math 130. There were 10 in sec-
tion 001 and 1 in section 051. There were a total of 52 general students enrolled in Math
130. There were 25 in section 001 and 27 in section 002.
There were a total of 10 Bridge students enrolled in Math 125. There were 5 in section
001 and 5 in section 002. There were a total of 58 general students enroleld in Math 125.
There were 29 in section 001 and 29 in section 002.
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Average Letter Grade
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All C C
Math 100B/C 001 C D
Math 100B/C 002 C
Math 100B/C 003 C
Math 100B/C 004 C
Math 100B/C 005 C D
Math 100B/C 051 C D
Math 103 All D C
Math 103 001 D D
Math 103 004 C
Math 103 005 C
Stat 200 C C
Math 130 All C C
Math 130 001 B C
Math 130 002 C B
Math 125 All D C
Math 125 001 C C
Math 125 051 D C
The average letter grade for Math 100B/C was the same for the Bridge students as for the
general students overall. However, Bridge students did better than general students in sec-
tion 001.
The average letter grade for Math 103 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents overall. Bridge students received a letter grade of a D while general students received
a letter grade of a C. The Bridge students and the general students received the same average
letter grade of a D in section 001.
The average letter grade for Stat 200 was the same for the Bridge students as well the
general students overall.
The average letter grade for Math 130 was the same for the Bridge students as the gen-
eral students overall. In section 001, the Bridge students received a higher letter grade of
a B while the general students received a C. In section 002, the Bridge students received a
lower letter grade of a C while the general students received a B.
The average letter grade for Math 125 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents overall. The Bridge students received a lower grade of a D while the general students
received a C. In section 001, the letter grade was the same for Bridge students and general
students. In section 051, Bridge students received a lower grade of a D while general students
received a C.
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Most Bridge students performed at the same level as the general students during this quar-
ter. In Math 103 and Math 125, the Bridge to Bulldogs students performed at a lower level
than the general students. According to the hypothesis tests, there should be significance in
the course that the student is in and what quarter the student was taking the course. This
data still aligns with the hypothesis tests since the course that the student was in seemed
to affect how well the Bridge students performed, i.e. in Math 125 Bridge students made
an average of a D as opposed to the general students making an average of a C in the class.
This data does not show that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student is not significant, but one
has to consider that this data is also from the overall Bridge to Bulldogs students versus the
general students as opposed to summer Bridge students versus the general students.
4.2.5 Summer 2018
In Summer 2018, Bridge to Bulldogs students took Math 103 and Stat 200. There was one
section of Stat 200 that had both Bridge and general students enrolled. There were also two
sections of Math 103, but no gerenal students were enrolled in either section.
Math 103: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General
There were a total of 39 Bridge students enrolled and no general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 103 listed in the above chart.
Stat 200: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 25 24
There were a total of 1 Bridge students enrolled and 24 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Stat 200 listed in the above chart. All students were in the same
section.
Average Cumulative GPA
Class Bridge General
Math 103 All 2.56
Math 103 060 2.59
Math 103 061 2.72
Stat 200 1.93 3.10
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There were a total of 39 Bridge students enrolled in Math 103. There were 24 in section 060
and 15 in section 061.
There was 1 Bridge student enrolled in Stat 200. There were a total of 24 general stu-
dents enrolled in Stat 200.
Average Letter Grade
Class Bridge General
Math 103 All C
Math 103 061 B
Math 103 062 C
Stat 200 D C
The average letter grade for Math 103 was a C overall. However, Bridge students in section
061 received a higher grade of a B while Bridge students in section 062 received a C.
The average letter grade for Stat 200 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents. Bridge students received a letter grade of a D while general students received a letter
grade of a C.
The Bridge to Bulldogs students passed their Math 103 course during this quarter. The
Bridge to Bulldogs students underperformed when compared to the general students. This
opposes the hypothesis tests previously ran, but one must also consider that this includes
the fall Bridge to Bulldogs students while the last hypothesis tests include only the summer
Bridge to Bulldogs students versus the general students.
4.2.6 Fall 2018
In Fall 2018, Bridge to Bulldogs students took the following math classes: Math 100B/C,
Math 103, Stat 200, Math 130, and Math 125.
Math 100B/C: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 21 19
There were a total of 16 Bridge students enrolled and 204 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 100B/C listed in the above chart.
Math 103: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 20 18
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There were a total of 10 Bridge students enrolled and 61 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 103 listed in the above chart.
Stat 200: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 21 18
General 25 24
There were a total of 1 Bridge student enrolled and 37 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Stat 200 listed in the above chart.
Math 130: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 20 17
General 23 22
There were a total of 8 Bridge students enrolled and 60 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 130 listed in the above chart.
Math 125: Average ACT Scores
Students Composite ACT Math ACT
Bridge 21 17
General 23 22
There were a total of 13 Bridge students enrolled and 67 general students enrolled for the
average ACT scores for Math 125 listed in the above chart.
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Average Cumulative GPA
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All 2.71 2.47
Math 100B/C 001 2.46
Math 100B/C 002 2.65
Math 100B/C 003 2.37
Math 100B/C 004 2.75 2.72
Math 100B/C 005 2.67 2.51
Math 100B/C 051 2.09
Math 103 All 2.10 2.65
Math 103 003 2.51
Math 103 004 2.10 2.68
Math 103 005 2.74
Stat 200 3.42 3.55
Math 130 All 2.64 3.02
Math 130 001 2.64 3.00
Math 130 002 3.03
Math 125 All 2.42 2.92
Math 125 001 2.27 3.08
Math 125 002 3.25 2.74
Math 125 051 2.46 2.93
There were a total of 16 Bridge students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 0 in section
001, 0 in section 002, 0 in section 003, 8 in section 004, 8 in section 005, and 0 in section
051 . There were a total of 204 general students enrolled in Math 100B/C. There were 36 in
section 001, 38 in section 002, 39 in section 003, 33 in section 004, 27 in section 005 and 31
in section 051.
There were a total of 10 Bridge students enrolled in Math 103. There were 0 in section
003, 10 in section 004, and 0 in section 005. There were a total of 61 general students en-
rolled in Math 103. There were 23 in section 003, 32 in section 004, and 22 in section 005.
There was a total of 1 Bridge student enrolled in Stat 200 and a total of 37 general students
enrolled in Stat 200. They were all in the same section.
There were a total of 8 Bridge students enrolled in Math 130. There were 8 in section
001 and 0 in section 051. There were a total of 60 general students enrolled in Math 130.
There were 27 in section 001 and 33 in section 002.
There were a total of 13 Bridge students enrolled in Math 125. There were 7 in section
001, 1 in section 002, and 5 in section 051. There were a total of 67 general students enroleld
in Math 125. There were 21 in section 001, 22 in section 002, and 24 in section 051.
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Average Letter Grade
Class Bridge General
Math 100B/C All C D
Math 100B/C 001 D
Math 100B/C 002 C
Math 100B/C 003 B D
Math 100B/C 004 C C
Math 100B/C 005 C
Math 100B/C 051 D
Math 103 All D C
Math 103 003 C
Math 103 004 D C
Math 103 005 C
Stat 200 B B
Math 130 All C B
Math 130 001 C B
Math 130 002 C
Math 125 All F C
Math 125 001 D C
Math 125 002 W D
Math 125 051 F C
The average letter grade for Math 100B/C was different for the Bridge students and the
general students overall. Overall, the Bridge students received a higher letter grade of a C
while the general students received a D. In section 003, Bridge students received a higher
grade of a B while general students received a D. In section 004, Bridge students and general
students received the same letter grade of a C.
The average letter grade for Math 103 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents overall. Bridge students received a letter grade of a D while general students received
a letter grade of a C. In section 004, Bridge students received a lower letter grade of a D
while general students received a C.
The average letter grade for Stat 200 was the same for the Bridge students as well the
general students overall.
The average letter grade for Math 130 was different for Bridge students and general students.
Overall, Bridge students received a lower letter grade of a C while the general students re-
ceived a B. This was the same for section 001.
The average letter grade for Math 125 was different for Bridge students and general stu-
dents overall. Overall, the Bridge students received a lower grade of a F while the general
students received a C. In section 001, Bridge students received a lower letter grade of a D
while general students received a C. In section 002, the Bridge student withdrew while the
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general students received a D. In section 051, Bridge students received a lower grade of an
F while general students received a C.
Overall, most Bridge students performed at the same level as the general students dur-
ing this quarter. However, the Bridge to Bulldogs students performed at a lower level than
the general students in Math 103 and Math 125. According to the hypothesis test, there
should be significance in the class that the student is in and what quarter the student was
taking the class. This data still aligns with the hypothesis testing since the class that the
student was in affected how well the Bridge students performed, i.e. in Math 125 Bridge
students made an average of a F as opposed to the general students making an average of
a C in the class. This quarter alone would make one think that being a Bridge to Bulldogs
student would be significant especially in the Math 125 class. This data does not show that
being a Bridge to Bulldogs student is not significant, but one has to consider that this data
is also from the overall Bridge to Bulldogs students versus the general students as opposed
to summer Bridge students versus the general students.
4.3 Financial Data and Models
The following section first discuss the program’s overall expenses. Then the revenue is
estimated by using the enrollment and cost of attendence. After finding the estimated
revenue, we refine this by using the 75% first year fall to second year fall retention rate. We
then use the overall expenses and estimated revenues to estimate Louisiana Tech University’s
profit. Finally, we used the student data to find the average retention rate for the summer
Bridge to Bulldogs students. We used this average of 6 quarters to calculate the revenue
from the summer Bridge students. We then calculate the estimated profit from strictly the
summer Bridge students.
Bridge to Bulldogs Expenses
Term Tutor Pay Mentor Expenses Faculty Pay Student Scholarship Total
Spring 2016 $0 $3,625 $0 $0 $3,625
Summer 2016 $1,000 $8,875 $12,764 $217,065 $239,704
Fall 2016 $0 $ 4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Winter 2017 $0 $4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Spring 2017 $0 $3,625 $0 $0 $3,625
Summer 2017 $1,000 $8,875 $9,150 $179,640 $198,665
Fall 2017 $0 $4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Winter 2018 $0 $4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Spring 2018 $0 $3,625 $0 $0 $3,625
Summer 2018 $1,000 $8,875 $9,711 $149,700 $169,286
Fall 2018 $0 $ 4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Winter 2019 $0 $4,350 $0 $0 $4,350
Overall Expenses $644,630
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The above table shows the expenses broken down by quarters. The mentor expenses column
includes pay, housing, and declining balance which has been previously discussed. The
student scholarships were calculated using the amount of newly enrolled Bridge to Bulldogs
students and the estimated scholarship amount of $3,742.50 per student.
Bridge to Bulldogs Revenue 1
Term Enrollment Cost of Attendence Per Student Total
Summer 2016 58 $300 $17,400
Fall 2016 73 $3,235 $236,155
Winter 2017 15 $3,235 $48,525
Summer 2017 48 $300 $14,400
Fall 2017 58 $3,235 $187,630
Winter 2018 10 $3,235 $32,350
Summer 2018 40 $300 $12,000
Fall 2018 50 $3,235 $161,750
Winter 2019 10 $3,235 $32,350
Estimated Revenue $742,560
The above table lists an estimated revenue strictly based on the Bridge to Bulldogs students
taking the minimum 8 hours to remain full time for two quarters. The cost of attendence
per student taking 8 credit hours is $3,325 [9].2
Louisiana Tech University’s Profit 1
Estimated Total Revenue Overall Expenses Profit
$742,560 $644,630 $97,930
The above table shows that without retention after the students finish the two quarter Bridge
to Bulldogs program Louisiana Tech Univeristy has profitted $97,930.
The average first year to second year retention rate is 75%. Therefore, some students are
being retained for more than two quarters which would make the estimated revenue increase.
The table below uses 75% of the fall enrollment to predict how many students are retained
from the first fall quarter to the second fall quarter. The term in the chart is listed as Fall
year 1-year 2 which is meant to represent how many students from fall of the first year are
retained in fall of the second year. Now, we want to use the 75% retention rate to try to
refine the estimated revenue in order to better estimate Louisiana Tech University’s profit.
This still does not encompass how many students are retained during the winter and spring
quarters.
2This estimate does not consider that any Bridge to Bulldogs students could be from out of state. Out
of state cost of attendence per student is higher, so having out of state students would cause the estimated
revenue to increase.
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Bridge to Bulldogs Revenue: 75% Fall Retention
Term Enrollment Cost of Attendence Per Student Total
Fall 2016-17 43 $3,235 $139,105
Fall 2017-18 54 $3,235 $174,690
Fall 2018-19 37 $3,235 $119,695
Estimated Revenue $433,490
Now, we will add the Bridge to Bulldogs estimated revenue perviously calculated to the
revenue based on fall retention rates.
Louisiana Tech University’s Total Estimated Revenue 2
Bridge to Bulldogs Revenue Bridge to Bulldogs Revenue: 75% Fall Retention Total Revenue
$742,560 $433,490 $1,176,050
By using this new refinement of the estimated revenue, we calculate a new estimated profit.
Louisiana Tech University’s Profit 2
Estimated Total Revenue Overall Expenses Profit
$1,176,050 $644,630 $531,420
The amount of revenue is higher than the amount of expenses. The estimated profit is
$531,420 which again shows that Louisiana Tech University is benefiting financially from the
Bridge to Bulldogs program.
Because of the conclusion made in the student data section that being a Bridge to Bull-
dogs students was not a significant factor when comparing the summer Bridge to Bulldogs
students to the general students, we wanted to estimate how much Louisiana Tech University
has profitted from strictly the summer students. We found the average retention rate to be
6 quarters for the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students. Therefore, we refined the revenue
with the retention of 6 quarters in the following chart.
Bridge to Bulldogs Revenue: 6 Quarter Retention
Term Enrollment Summer Cost Tuition/Fees # quarters Total
Summer 2016 58 $17,400 $187,630 5 $955,550
Summer 2017 48 $14,400 $155,280 5 $790,800
Summer 2018 40 $12,000 $129,400 5 $659,000
Estimated Revenue $2,405,350
The summer cost was calculated by using the $300 fee multiplied by the enrollment for the
quarter. The tuition and fees was calculated by multiplying the enrollment by $3,235 which
is the tuition and fees for a student taking 8 credit hours. The number of quarters is the
average retention rate of 6 quarters. The number of quarters is listed at 5 for the summer
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quarters since the summer quarter is taken into account for the 6th quarter.
Using this method of retention, the estimated revenue is $2,405,350 for stictly the summer
Bridge to Bulldogs students. Now we will use the previously calculated overall expenses of
$644,630 to estimate Louisiana Tech University’s profit from the summer Bridge to Bulldogs
students.
Louisiana Tech University’s Newly Calculated Profit
New Estimated Revenue Overall Expenses Profit
$2,405,350 $644,630 $1,760,720
This shows that Louisiana Tech University has profitted an estimate of $1,760,720 from the
summer Bridge to Bulldogs students. Even without the fall Bridge to Bulldogs students,
Louisiana Tech University is profitting.
5 Results
In this section, we discuss the results found from both the student data and financial data.
5.1 Student Data Results
The linear regression and hypothesis tests showed that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student was
significant when the data is only split between the Bridge to Bulldogs students and general
students. After comparing the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students to the fall Bridge to
Bulldogs students, we concluded that there was a clear difference in performance between
the Bridge to Bulldogs students according to the quarter they began the program. Using
this knowledge, and the students’ grades, we determined that the fall Bridge to Bulldogs
students were underperforming compared to the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students. Once
removing the fall Bridge to Bulldogs students and comparing the summer Bridge to Bulldogs
students to the general students, we concluded that being a Bridge to Bulldogs student was
no longer a significant factor.
5.2 Financial Data Results
Regardless of retention rates, Louisiana Tech University has profitted from the Bridge to
Bulldogs program. Louisiana Tech University has invested approximately $644,630 into the
Bridge to Bulldogs program. Without considering any retention after the two quarter pro-
gram, the university has profited $97,930. Using the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students’
average retention rate, the university has profitted $1,760,720.
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6 Conclusion
Based on the student data analysis the conclusion is that the summer Bridge to Bulldogs
students are performing at the same level as the general students after their inital Math
102/103 course. This also shows that the ACT scores were not a perfect predictor of how
the students would perform since the Bridge to Bulldogs students are comparable to the
general students later in their college careers. However, the fall Bridge to Bulldogs students
are underperforming in comparison to the summer students. Therefore, the summer program
is effective while the fall program is less effective; this leads us to suggest that all Bridge to
Bulldogs students should begin the program in the summer as opposed to allowing students
to choose to begin in the fall.
This suggestion leads to the financial question of if the university would still benefit if
this suggestion was implemented. When the financial analysis was conducted, we found that
the summer Bridge to Bulldogs students, with an average retention rate of 6 quarters, have
brought $1,760,720 in profit to the university.
Since the summer program is effective and these students are financially benefitting the
university, Louisiana Tech University should consider only having the summer program as
opposed to having both the summer and fall program options.
7 Future Research
In the future, we would like to investigate the student demographics including major, college,
graduation rates, and overall performance to see the long term effects of the Bridge to
Bulldogs program, particuarly as it relates to the recuitment and retention of STEM students.
Also, we would like to use a factorial design to refine our project. In this project, we first spilt
the data into Bridge and general students, which is shown in the student data charts section.
We did not split the data in this detail for summer Bridge students and general students
due to time constraints. In future research, we should split all the data into summer Bridge
students and general students. Taking out the fall Bridge students would further support
the hypothesis tests that were done for this project.
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